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A new solo exhibition by Karen Prakhoff Rickman presents a series of prints that evoke both personal and 
collective memories: faint, forgotten or altered recollections. Opening Friday 5 April at Mundaring Arts Centre, 
Altered States, showcases Rickman’s ambiguous, evocative landscapes that sit between a place of beauty 
and an uneasy sense of encroaching darkness.  
 
With an interest in the way collective memory aids in establishing cultural and social belonging, Altered States 
explores the relationship between photography and memory. A photograph is often taken in an attempt to 
preserve a particular moment in time, but may ultimately prevail over the truth as a more accessible yet 
constructed snapshot.     
 
Intersecting both photography and printmaking, Rickman’s layered landscapes are divorced from their 
original context. Imagery is reproduced or altered but still bares visible traces of its earlier form, a result 
described by the artist as “Palimpsest landscapes”. Altered States depicts fragmented snapshots of 
landscapes for which Rickman utilises monoprinting, a medium which the artist states is “ideally suited to 
this deliberate overwriting of images, with each layer altering the previous state, allowing traces to remain 
evident”. 
 
Karen Prakhoff Rickman is a Perth based artist who works predominantly with printmaking. Rickman has a 
Master of Creative Arts (Art) from Curtin University and has worked as an art tutor for Open Universities 
Australia; a print media technician and tutor for Curtin University; and holds drawing and print workshops for 
high school students. Altered States is her third solo exhibition. 

 
 
Images: Karen Prakhoff Rickman, The space between 1 and 5 and Beyond Memory 3, 2018, monoprint, etching ink on rag paper, 75 x75cm each 


